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INTRODUCTION: Newborn screening (NBS) for Cystic Fibrosis (CF) in Uruguay has been mandatory since
June 2010. Throughout these years we have used several commercial IRT kits. Pancreatitis-associated
protein (PAP) analysis was incorporated as a second marker. However, two screening strategies have
been maintained simultaneously: IRT/IRT and IRT/PAP. Our laboratory also performs confirmatory tests.
OBJECTIVE: To show the results obtained over these 10 years of CF NBS in Uruguay.MATERIALS AND
METHODS: Samples used were dried blood spots obtained at 40 hours of life from june 2010 to june
2020. IRT is currently performed with a Perkin Elmer AutoDelfia kit, establishing a calculated cut-off point
of 59 ng/ml. MucoPAP Reagent Kit (Dynabio) is used to assay PAP, with a cut-off point of 1.6 ng/ml,
recommended by the manufacturer. For diagnosis we used sweat test (Gibson and Cook and for patients
that do not sweat we use Macroduct) and CF-EU2v1 commercial kit of 50 mutations. RESULTS: In these
10 years, 471496 NBS samples have been processed, 56 were true positive for the diagnosis of CF, 12
(20%) of them had meconium ileus, and 3 were false negative of the screening. Global incidence was
1/8420. Comparing the IRT/IRT and IRT/PAP screening strategies, a significant decrease in the recitation
rate of patients was found, from 0.7% to 0.1%. After calculating positive predictive values (PPV) and
negative predictive values (PPN) for both screening strategies, it was found that for IRT/IRT the PPV was
2.5% and the PPN 99.9%, while for IRT/PAP the PPV was 12% and the PPN 99.9%. As it was expected, the
most frequent mutation identified was Delta F508 in homozygosis (27%) or heterozygosis (37%).
CONCLUSIONS: Reviewing both strategies, we can conclude that IRT/PAP have a higher PPV and reduce
the number of recitations, impacting in daily laboratory operations and family distress caused by false
positives. To improve performance it is necessary to calculate the population cut-off point for PAP.
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